
The revival of biomedical engineering society 

August 2013 started off the second official year of the UF chapter of the Biomedical Engineering 

Society.  We kicked off the new school year with a picnic social to give pre-BME and newly admitted 

BME undergraduates a chance to meet each other, as well as the BMES officers, in a laid back setting.   

BMES has had the pleasure of being able to bring in guest speakers to our general body meetings.  Guest 

speakers have included Dr. Kyle Allen, RTI Surgical, and Dr. Chelsey Simmons.  These guest speakers 

were able to share some insight into picking an academic career path, working in industry, and starting 

up a new company.   

 In addition to our biweekly general body meetings, BMES has participated in various outreach 

and educational events.  Several BMES members went to 

Eastside High School to give a presentation on the various 

biomedical engineering tracks available at UF.  The students of 

Eastside High School were also shown a demonstration using 

the Spiker Box. BMES also had a presence at E-Week’s annual E-

fair, where they talked to elementary, middle, and high school 

students about biomedical engineering and the BME program 

here at UF and encouraged students to take on future problems 

using science, technology, engineering and mathematic.  This 

year, BMES organized and held its first annual Heart Day.  At 

this event students were able to walk through the ventricles and atriums of 

the heart, learn how the heart 

works, see their rising heart rates 

speed up a song, and understand 

the biomedical approach to 

cardiovascular diseases.  Recently, 

undergraduate students also had a 

chance to bowl and mingle with 

professors from the BME 

department.  

 

Coming up in April, BMES will be hosting a Night with Professionals.  At this event we will have several 

representatives from industry and academia presenting about working in the two different fields.  The 

evening will end with a resume help session.  Event details will be announced once finalized.  For all 

updates keep an eye on our Facebook page.   

  


